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“It’s impossible now to assess the influence 
of positive discrimination in making Poitier 
the first black man to win the Oscar for Best 
Actor, but against competition from Albert 
Finney, Richard Harris and Paul Newman, 
his essentially lightweight performance as the 
handyman building a new chapel for a group 
of German nuns hardly seems, in hindsight, a 
front runner. Hard to begrudge him the plau-
dits, of course, but this gentle liberal offering 
from the Civil Rights era is too busy being 
audience friendly to count for much. Racial 
issues are the background, given the charac-
ter’s rootless fortunes, and there’s a hint of 
tension with the construction company fore-

man (director Nelson, uncredited), but for 
the most part Poitier is all hard-working de-
cency and will-to-succeed personified. Skala’s 
steely Mother Superior thankfully seasons the 
feelgoodery, but the other sisters contribute 
twee comedic misunderstandings and back-up 
chorus to Poitier’s thuddingly symbolic hot 
gospelling. It might be significant as an early 
independent movie made good, but Poitier 
got better when he got angrier for In the Heat 
of the Night four years later.”
– Trevor Johnston, Time Out [2012]

“Lilies of the Field is a funny, sentimen-
tal, charming and uplifting film, in which 
intelligence, imagination and energy are 
proved again to be beyond the price of any 
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super-budget. The United Artists release, 
produced and directed by Ralph Nelson, 
could be termed the sleeper of the year if it 
had not already grabbed a handful of prizes 
at the Berlin Film Festival. So it comes not 
unheralded. None the less, festival awards do 
not always indicate popular appeal. Lilies, it is 
safe to say, will be a great audience picture. 
It deserves all its popularity and whatever 
artistic success it is granted....Sidney Poitier 
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plays the young Negro who wanders by 
chance into the small religious community 
somewhere in the desert Southwest. The 
nuns have inherited the arid property and 
are trying to make it a useful addition to the 
impoverished community, hopefully planning 
a church, a school, a hospital. It is apparent 
to the Mother Superior that Poitier is an in-
strument of the Lord in this plan. It is not so 
quickly apparent to Poitier...Although Poitier 
is a Negro, and plays a Negro, the role is 
not that of any Negro stereotype, however 
well intentioned. The character is a universal 
young man, today’s young man, hep, flip and 
yet with a longing to create, to build some-
thing of enduring value in a world where the 
bulldozer seems designed to level impartially 
hill and home. Poitier has had little opportu-
nity to display his comic talents. He shows 
here his timing and technique are impecca-
ble. His relationship with the five women is 
delicate — not because of difference in race 
but of sex — and plays beautifully.”
– James Powers, The Hollywood Reporter [1963]

CAST & CREW

Director ........................................ Ralph Nelson
Screenplay ........................................... James Poe
Novel ....................................... William E. Barrett

Sidney Poitier ..............................Homer Smith
Lilia Skala ..................................... Mother Maria
Lisa Mann ................................. Sister Gertrude
Isa Crino .........................................Sister Agnes
Francesca Jarvis ....................... Sister Albertine
Pamela Branch ..........................Sister Elizabeth
Stanley Adams ............................................ Juan
Dan Frazer ................................ Father Murphy

DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPHY

• You Can’t Go Home Again (1979)
• Christmas Lilies of the Field (1979)
• Lady of the House (1978)
• A Hero Ain’t Nothin’ But A Sandwich 
(1977)
• Embryo (1976)
• The Wilby Conspiracy (1975)
• The Wrath of God (1972)
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE:

FIRST MAN [2018]
Sat, July 2nd, 2022 | 1:00pm

AD ASTRA [2019]
Sat, July 16th, 2022 | 1:00pm

HIDDEN FIGURES [2016]
Sat, July 30th, 2022 | 1:00pm

GRAVITY [2013]
Sat, August 13th, 2022 | 1:00pm

THE MARTIAN [2015]
Sat, August 27th, 2022 | 1:00pm

• Flight of the Doves (1971)
• Soldier Blue (1970)
•…tick…tick…tick… (1970)
• Counterpoint (1968)
• Charly (1968)
• Duel at Diablo (1966)
• Once a Thief (1965)
• Fate Is the Hunter (1964)
• Father Goose (1964)
• Soldier in the Rain (1963)
• Lilies of the Field (1963)
• Requiem for a Heavyweight (1962)
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